This paper proposes Binary ArchitecTure Search (BATS), a framework that drastically reduces the accuracy gap between binary neural networks and their real-valued counterparts by means of Neural Architecture Search (NAS). We show that directly applying NAS to the binary domain provides very poor results. To alleviate this, we describe, to our knowledge, for the first time, the 3 key ingredients for successfully applying NAS to the binary domain. Specifically, we (1) introduce and design a novel binary-oriented search space, (2) propose a new mechanism for controlling and stabilising the resulting searched topologies, (3) propose and validate a series of new search strategies for binary networks that lead to faster convergence and lower search times. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and the necessity of searching in the binary space directly. Moreover, (4) we set a new state-of-the-art for binary neural networks on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and ImageNet datasets. Code will be made available here. recently, Neural Architecture Search (NAS) was proposed as an automated alternative, shown to produce architectures that outperform the manually designed ones [35] . NAS methods can be roughly classified in three categories: evolutionary-based, reinforcement learning-based and, more recently, one-shot approaches, including differentiable ones.
Introduction
Network quantization and Network Architecture Search (NAS) have emerged as two important research directions with the goal of designing efficient networks capable of running on mobile devices. Network quantization reduces the size and computational footprint of the models by representing the activations and the weights using N < 32 bits. Of particular interest is the extreme case of quantization, binarization, in which the model and the activations are quantized to a single bit [33, 10, 9] . This allows to replace all floating point multiply-add operations inside a convolutional layer with bit-wise operations resulting in a speed-up of up to 57× [33] . Recent years have seen a progressive reduction of the performance gap with real-valued networks. However, research has almost exclusively focused on the ResNet architecture, rather than on efficient ones such as MobileNet. This is widely credited to pointwise convolutions not being amenable to binarization [4, 2] .
As an orthogonal direction, NAS attempts to improve the overall performance by automatically searching for optimal network topologies using a various of approaches including evolutionary algorithms [41, 34] , reinforcement learning [47, 52] or more recently by taking a differentiable view of the search process via gradient-based approaches [27, 25] . Such methods were shown to perform better than carefully hand-crafted architectures on both classification [25, 27, 32, 52] and fine-grained tasks [24] . However, all of the aforementioned methods are tailored towards searching architectures for real-valued neural networks.
The aim of this work is to propose, for the first time, ways of reducing the accuracy gap between binary and real-valued networks via the state-of-the-art framework of differentiable NAS (DARTS) [27, 25] .
We show that direct binarization of existing cells searched in the real domain leads to sub-par results due to the particularities of the binarization process, in which certain network characteristics typically used in real-valued models (e.g. 1 × 1 convolutions) may be undesired [4, 2] . Moreover, we show that performing the search in the binary domain comes with a series of challenges of its own: it inherits and amplifies one of the major DARTS [27] drawbacks, that of "cell collapsing", where the resulting architectures, especially when trained for longer, can result in degenerate cells in which most of the connections are skip connections [25] or parameter-free operations. In this work, we propose a novel Binary Architecture Search (BATS) method that successfully tackles the abovementioned issues and sets a new state-of-the-art for binary neural networks on the selected datasets, yet simultaneously reducing computational resources by a wide margin. In summary, our contributions are: terms of computational cost and accuracy. Xie et al . [41] propose an encoding method to represent each network structure using a fixed-length binary string, initialising the genetic algorithm by generating a set of randomized individuals where, in each generation, the weaker (in terms of classification accuracy) individuals are eliminated and new better ones are created. Real et al . [35] show that NAS produces architectures that outperform the hand-crafted ones by designing a novel mutation operator capable of navigating large search spaces. Reinforcement learning-based methods make use of a meta-controller that guides the architecture search process [1, 47, 52] . However, both categories involve significant computational resources during the search phase (3150 GPU-days for AmoebaNet [34] and 1800 GPU-days for NAS-Net [52] ). To alleviate this, a series of one-shot approaches have been proposed [3, 27, 24, 6] . Of particular interest in our work, is the differentiable search framework (DARTS) of [27] . Follow-up work further improves on it by progressively reducing the search space [8] or by constraining the architecture parameters to be one-hot [42] . Our method builds upon the DARTS framework incorporating the progressive training of [8] .
In contrast to all the aforementioned methods that search for optimal realvalued topologies, to our knowledge, we are the first to study NAS for binary networks, proposing a novel search space and search strategy, tailored to circumventing the challenges related to the binary case.
Network binarization
Network binarization is the most extreme case of network quantization in which weights and activations are represented with 1 bit. This type of quantization allows for up to 57× faster convolutions [33] , a direct consequence of replacing all the multiplications with bitwise operations [9] . Typically, the binarization is achieved by taking the sign of the real-valued weights and features [9, 10] . However, due to the very low representational power such an approach leads to large drops in accuracy, especially noticeable on large scale datasets. To alleviate this, Rastegari et al . [33] introduce analytically computed real-valued scaling factors that scale the input features and weights. This is further improved in [5] that proposes to learn the factors via back-propagation. In Bi-Real Net, Lin et al . [28] advocate the use of double-skip connections and of real-valued downsample layers. Wang et al . [40] propose a reinforcement learning-based approach to learn inter-channel correlations to better preserve the sign of convolutions. Ding et al . [14] introduce a distribution loss to explicitly regularize the activations and improve the information flow thought the network.
While most of these methods operate within the same computational budget, another direction of research attempts to bridge the gap between binary and their real-valued networks by increasing the network size. For example, ABC-Net [23] proposes to use up to M = N = 5 branches, equivalent with running M × N convolutional layers in parallel, while Zhu et al . [50] use an ensemble of up to 6 binary models. However, none of the aforementioned methods attempt to improve the binary architecture itself and simply expand the size of the network while preserving the general architecture of the ResNet [16] or WideResNet [44] .
In contrast to all the aforementioned methods in which binary architectures are hand-crafted, we attempt to automatically discover novel binary architectures, without increasing the computational budget. Our discovered architectures outperform all existing binarization methods while having a lower computational cost, setting a new state-of-the-art on the most widely used datasets. Very recent work on binary NAS: At the time of conducting the research for our paper, we became aware of two very recent works on binary networks. The work of [37] , published at ICCV workshops, and [38] which appeared in arXiv in Feb. 2020. As opposed to our work, [37] simple searches for the number of channels in each layer inside a ResNet. [38] uses a completely different search space and training strategy. We note that we outperform significantly both of them in terms of accuracy/efficiency. On ImageNet, using 1.55 × 10 8 FLOPs, we obtain a Top-1 accuracy of 66.1% vs 58.76% using 1.63 × 10 8 FLOPS in [38] . On CIFAR-10 we score a top-1 accuracy of 96.1% vs 94.43% in [37] . While [37] achieves an accuracy of 69.65% on ImageNet, they use a whopping 6.6 × 10 8 FLOPS (4.2× more than our biggest model).
Background

Network binarization
We binarize the models using the method proposed by Rastegari et al . [33] with the modifications introduced in [5]: we learn the weight scaling factor α via back-propagation instead of computing it analytically while dropping the input feature scaling factor β. Assume a given convolutional layer L with weights W ∈ R o×c×w×h and input features I ∈ R c×win×hin , where o and c represent the number of output and input channels, (w, h) the width and height of the convolutional kernel, (w in ≥ w, h in ≥ h) the spatial dimensions of I. The binarization is accomplished by taking the sign of W and I and then multiplying the output of the convolution by the trainable scaling factor α ∈ R + :
where ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication, * the real-valued convolution and * its binary counterpart. During training, the gradients are used to update the real-valued weights W while the forward pass is done using sign(W). Finally, we used the standard arrangement for the binary convolutional layer operations: Batch Norm, Sign, Convolution, Activation.
DARTS
Herein, we review DARTS [27] and P-DARTS [8] upon which we build our framework: instead of searching for the whole network architecture, DARTS breaks down the network into a series of L identical cells. Each cell can be seen as a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) with N nodes, each representing a feature tensor. Within a cell, the goal is to choose, during the search phase, an operation o(·) from the predefined search space O that will connect a pair of nodes.
Given a pair of such nodes (i, j) the information flow from i to j is defined as:
, where x i is the output of the i-th node and α o i,j is an architecture parameter used to weight the operation o(x i ). The output of the node is computed as the sum of all inputs x j = i<j f i,j (x i ) while the output of the cell is a depth-wise concatenation of all the intermediate nodes minus the input ones (2, 3, . . . , N − 1). During the search phase, the networks weights W and the architectures parameters α are learned using bi-level optimization where the weights and α are optimized on two different splits of the dataset. Because the search is typically done on a much shallower network due to the high computational cost caused by the large search space O, DARTS may produce cells that are under-performing when tested using deeper networks. To alleviate this, in [8] the search is done using a series of stages during which the worse performing operations are dropped and the network depth increases. For a complete detailed explanation see [27] and [8] .
Method
This section describes the 3 key components proposed in this work: the binary search space, the temperature regularization and search strategy. As we also show experimentally in Section 5.1, we found that all 3 components are necessary for successfully applying NAS to the binary domain 3 .
Binary Neural Architecture Search Space
Since searching across a large space O is computationally prohibitive, most of the recent NAS methods manually define a series of 8 operations known to produce satisfactory results when used in hand-crafted network topologies: 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 dilated convolutions, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 separable convolutions, 3 × 3 max pooling, 3×3 average pooling, identity (skip) connections plus the zero (no) connection. Table 1 summarizes the operations used for the real-valued case. Having an appropriate search space containing only desirable operations is absolutely essential for obtaining good network architectures: for example, a random search performed on the aforementioned space on CIFAR-10 achieves already 3.29% top-error vs. 2.76% when searched using second-order DARTS [27] .
However, not all operations used for the real-valued case are suitable for searching binary architectures. In fact, we found that when using the standard DARTS search space, searching in the binary domain does not converge. This is due to several reasons: the depth-wise convolutions are notoriously hard to binarize due to what we call the "double approximation problem": the real-valued depth-wise convolution is a "compressed" approximate version of the normal convolution and, in turn, the binary depth-wise in a quantized approximation of the real-valued one. Furthermore, the 1 × 1 convolutional layers and the bottleneck block [16] were already shown to be hard to binarize [4] because the features Table 1 : Comparison between the commonly used searched space for real valued networks and the proposed one, specially tailed for binary models. Real-valued Ours
Zero-op compression that happens in such modules amplifies the high information degradation already caused by binarization. Both 1 × 1 and separable convolutions are present in the current search space typically used for search real-valued architectures (see Table 1 ), making them inappropriate for binarization. Moreover, while the dilated convolution contains 2 serialized convolutions, the separable one contains 4 which (a) causes discrepancies in their convergence speed and (b) can amplify the gradient fading phenomena often happening during binarization.
To this end, we propose a new search space O, shown in Table 1 , constructed from a binary-first point of view that avoids or alleviates the aforementioned shortcomings. While we preserve the zeros and identity connections alongside the 3 × 3 max and average pooling layers which do not contain learnable parameters or binary operations, we propose to replace all the convolutional operations with the following new ones: 3×3 and 5×5 grouped convolutions and dilated grouped convolutions, also with a kernel size of 3 × 3 and 5 × 5. This removes all the 1 × 1 convolutional layers directly present in the cell's search space while maintaining the efficiency via the usage of grouped convolutions.
We note that there is a clear trade-off here between efficiency and accuracy controlled via the group size and number of channels. In this work, and in contrast to other works that rely on grouped convolutions (e.g. [46] ), we propose to use a very high group size which leads to behaviours closer to that of a depthwise convolution (a small one will come at a price of higher computational budgets, while the extreme case #groups=#in channels will again exacerbate the double-approximation problem). We used a group size of 12 and 3 (only) channels per group (totalling 36 channels) for CIFAR, and a group size of 16 and 5 (only) channels per group (totalling 80 channels) for ImageNet. Note that we also explored the effect of adding a channel shuffle layer [46] after each grouped convolution, typically used to enable cross-group information flow for a set of group convolution layers. However, due to the fact that #groups ≫ #channels per group, they were unable to offer accuracy gains. Instead, we found that the 1 × 1 convolutions present between different DARTS cells are sufficient for combining information between the different groups.
Furthermore, in the proposed search space, in all convolutional layers, the depth of all operations used is equal to 1 meaning that we used 1 convolution operator per layer, as opposed to 4 convolutions (2 depth-wise separable) used in DARTS, which facilitates learning. Another consequence of using operations with a depth equal to 1 is a latency improvement due to effectively a shallower network. For a visual illustration of differences between DARTS and the proposed BATS please check the supplementary material.
Finally, in order to improve the gradient and information flow, which is even more critical for the case of binary networks, while also speeding-up the convergence of such operations during the network search phase, we explicitly add an identity connection on each convolutional operation such that
The efficacy of the proposed search space is confirmed experimentally in Table 5 . As the results from Table 5 show, the architectures found by searching within the proposed search space constantly outperform the others. Fig. 1 : Distribution of architecture parameters after the first stage for a given cell (data points were sorted by magnitude and do not correspond to the same ops): for low temperatures the network is forced to be more discriminative.
Search Regularization and Stabilisation
Despite its success and appealing formulation, DARTS accuracy can vary wildly between runs depending on the random seed. In fact, there are cases in which the architectures found perform worse than the ones obtained via random search. Furthermore, especially when trained longer or if the search is performed on larger datasets DARTS can converge towards degenerate solutions dominated by skip connections [8] . While in [8] the authors propose to address this by a) applying a dropout on the skip connections during the architecture search and b) by preserving a maximum of 2 skip connections per cell as a post processing step that simply promotes the operation with the second highest probability, we found that such mechanism can still result in a large amount of randomness and is not always effective: for example, it can replace skip connections with pooling layers (which have no learning capacity) or the discovered architecture might even already contain too few skip connections. Such problems are even more noticeable when the search is performed in the binary domain directly. Given that, during search, the input to the node j is obtained by taking a weighted sum of all incoming edges, in order to maximise the flow of information, the architecture parameters α tend to converge to the same value making the selection of the final architecture problematic and susceptible to noise resulting in topologies than may perform worse than a random selection. Furthermore, the search is highly biased towards real-valued operations (pooling and skip connections) that at early stages can offer larger benefits.
To alleviate the aforementioned issues and encourage the search procedure to be more discriminative forcing it to make "harder" decisions, we propose to use a temperature factor T < 1 defining the flow from node i to j as follows: This has the desirable effect of making the distribution of the architecture parameters less uniform and more spiky (i.e. more discriminative). Hence, during search, because the information streams are aggregated using a weighted sum, the network cannot equally (or near-equally) rely on all possible operations by pulling information from all of them. Instead, in order to ensure convergence to a satisfactory solution it has to assign the highest probability to a non 0ops path, enforced by a sub-unitary temperature (T < 1). This behaviour also follows closer the evaluation procedure where a single operation will be selected, reducing as such the performance discrepancy between the search, where the network pulls information from all paths, and evaluation. Fig. 1 depicts the distribution of the architecture parameters for a given cell for different temperatures. For low temperatures, the network is forced to make more discriminative decisions which in turn makes it rely less on identity connections. This is further confirmed by Fig. 2 which depicts the chance of encountering a given op. in a normal cell at the end of the search process for different temperatures.
Binary Search Strategy
Despite their appealing speed-up and space saving, binary networks remain harder to train compared to their real-valued counterparts, with methods typically requiring a pre-training stage [28] or carefully tuning the hyper-parameters and optimizers [33, 9] . For the case of searching binary networks, directly attempting to effectuate an architecture search using binary weights and activations in most of our attempts resulted either in degenerate topologies or the training simply converges to extremely low accuracy values. We also note that, as expected and as our experiments have confirmed, performing the search in the real domain directly and then binarizing the network is sub-optimal.
To alleviate the problem, we propose a two-stage optimization process in which during the search the activations are binarized while the weights are kept real, and once the optimal architecture is discovered we proceed with the binarization of the weights, too during the evaluation stage 4 . This is motivated by the fact that while the weights of a real-valued network can be typically binarized without a significant drop in accuracy, the same cannot be said about the binarization of the activations where due to the limited number of possible states the information flow inside the network drops dramatically. Hence, we propose to effectively split the problem into two sub-problems: weight and feature binarization and during the search we try to solve the hardest one, that is the binarization of the activations. Once this is accomplished, the binarization of the weights following always results in little drop in accuracy (∼ 1%). 5 Ablation studies
Effect of the proposed components
Herein, we analyse the contribution to the overall performance of each proposed component: the newly introduced search space for binary networks (Section 4.1), the effect of the temperature adjustment (Section 4.2) and finally, of performing the search using real-valued weights and binary activations (Section 4.3). We emphasize that all 3 ingredients are needed in order to stabilize training and obtain good accuracy. This suggests that it is not straightforward to show the effect of each component in isolation. To this end, we always keep fixed 2 of the proposed improvements and vary the other component to understand its impact. We also note that in all cases the final evaluated networks are fully binary (i.e. both the weights and the activations are binarized). 
Importance of new search space:
We keep the temperature from Section 4.2 and search strategy from Section 4.3 fixed, and then compare the proposed search space with that used in [27] . As the results from Table 2 show, searching for binary networks using the search space of [27] leads to much worse results (∼ 51% vs.∼ 94%) and a high variation in the performance of the networks (a std. of 7.5% across 5 runs). This clearly shows that the previously used search space is not suitable for binary networks. Impact of temperature: We keep the search space from Section 4.1 and search strategy from Section 4.3 fixed, and evaluate the use of the temperature proposed in Section 4.2. As Table 3 shows, a decrease in temperature has a direct impact on discovering of higher performing models. At the opposite spectrum, a low temperature often leads to degenerate solutions. Note that decreasing the temperature further has a negative impact on the accuracy, because, as the temperature goes to 0, the distribution of the architecture parameters resembles a delta function, which hinders the training process. Importance of search strategy: We keep the search space from Section 4.1 and temperature from Section 4.2 fixed, and evaluate the effect of the proposed search strategy from Section 4.3. Table 4 summarizes the different strategies for searching binary architectures and their properties. The first row represents the case where the search is done in the real domain and then binarization follows. As the second row shows, if the search is done in the binary domain for both weights and activations, the search does not converge. As the third row shows, searching in the binary domain for the weights while keeping the activations real converges but results in low accuracy networks. Finally, the last row shows the proposed search strategy where the search is done in the binary domain for the activations and in the real domain for the weights. This configuration is the only one that yields stable search procedure and high accuracy networks (see std). Note that for all cases, the architectures are fully binarized (i.e. both activations and weights) prior to evaluation on the test set.
Impact of augmentation
While the positive impact of data augmentation has been explored for the case of real-valued networks, to the best of our knowledge, there is little to no work on this for the case of binary networks. Despite the fact that binarization is considered to be an extreme case of regularization [9] , we found that augmentation is equally important, and confirm that most of the augmentations applied to real-valued networks, can also improve their binarized counterparts. See Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 : Effect of data augmentation: Top-1 accuracy on CIFAR-100 of the network constructed using the discovered cell for different number of network parameters.
We conducted experiments on three different image classification datasets, namely CIFAR10 [21] , CIFAR100 [21] and ImageNet [12] . Note that the architecture search is carried out on CIFAR-10 and tested on all three.
Architecture search
Implementation details: The training process consists of 3 stages during which the network depth is increased from 5 to 11 and finally 17 cells. Concomitantly, at each stage, the search space is gradually reduced to 8, 5 and respectively 3 operations. As opposed to [8] , we did not use on-skip dropout since we found that it leads to unstable solutions. Instead, we used the mechanism proposed in Section 4.2 setting the temperature for the normal and reduction cells to 0.2 and 0.15 respectively. The latter is kept lower to encourage wider cells. During each stage, the network is trained using a batch size of 96 for 25 epochs. For the first 10 epochs only the network weights are learned. The remaining 15 epochs update both the architecture and network parameters. All the parameters are optimized using Adam [20] . The learning rate was set to η = 0.0006, weight decay to w d = 0.001 and momentum to β = (0.5, 0.999) for the architecture parameters and η = 0.001, w d = 0.0003, β = (0.9, 0.999) for the network parameters. To keep the search time low, we used the first-order optimization approach of DARTS. All methods were implemented in PyTorch [31] . Discovered topologies: Overall, our approach is capable of discovering highperforming binary cells, offering new or validating existing insights about optimal binary topologies. As depicted in Fig. 3 , the cells found tend to prefer convolutional layers with larger kernel sizes (5 × 5) which help alleviating the limited representational power found in such networks (a 3 × 3 kernel has maximum number of 2 9 unique binary filters while a 5 × 5 has 2 25 ). In addition, to preserve the information flow, a real-valued path that connects one of the input nodes to the output is always present.
Furthermore, since the down-sampling operation compresses the information across the spatial dimension, to compensate for this, the reduction cell tends to be wider (i.e. more information can flow through) as opposed to the normal cell which generally is deeper. As Table 5 shows, our searched architecture outperforms all prior ones searched in the real-valued domain and then binarized. Table 5 : Comparison with state-of-the-art NAS methods on CIFAR10 and CI-FAR100. For all methods we apply the binarization process described in Section 3.1 on the best cell provided by the authors. Notice that our approach significantly outperforms all prior methods. In this section, we compare the performance of the searched architecture against state-of-the-art network binarization methods on CIFAR10/100 and ImageNet. Implementation details: This section refers to training the discovered architectures from scratch for evaluation purposes. For all models we use Adam with a starting learning rate of 0.001, β = (0.9, 0.999) and no weight decay. The learning rate was reduced following a cosine scheduler [29] . In line with other works [27] , on CIFAR10 and CIFA100, the models were trained for 600 epochs while on ImageNet for 75. The batch size was set to 256. The drop-path [22] was set to 0 for all experiments since binary networks are less prone to overfitting and already tend to use all parallel paths equally well. Following [27] , we add an auxiliary tower [39] with a weight of 0.4. Unless otherwise stated, the network trained consisted of 20 cells and 36 initial channels with a group size of 12 channels for CIFAR10/100 and respectively 80 initial channels and 14 cells for ImageNet. For data augmentation, similarly to [27, 8] , we padded the images appropriately on CIFAR10/100 and applied CutOut [13] with a single hole and a length of 16px for CIFAR-10 and Mix-up (α = 0.2) for CIFAR-100 respectively. For ImageNet, we simply resized the images to 256 × 256px, and then randomly cropped them to 224 × 224px. During testing, the images were center-cropped.
CIFAR10: When compared against network topologies discovered by existing state-of-the-art NAS approaches, as the results from Table 5 show, our method significantly outperforms all of them on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. When using 20% the parameters than the competing methods, our approach offers gains of 5 to 7% on CIFAR-100 and 2.5 − 4% on CIFAR-10. This clearly confirms the importance of the proposed search space and strategy. Furthermore, we test how the discovered architecture performs when scaled-up. In order to increase the capacity of the models we concomitantly adjust the width and #groups of the cells. By doing so, we obtain a 2% improvement of CIFAR-10 and 5% on CIFAR-100 almost matching the performance of a real-valued ResNet-18 model. We note that for fairness all other topologies we compared against where modified using the structure described in Section 3.1.
For an exhaustive comparison on CIFAR-10 see the supplementary material.
ImageNet: Herein, we compare our approach against related state-of-the-art binarization and quantization methods. As the results from Table 7 show, our discovered architecture outperforms all existing binarization methods while using a lower computational budget for the normal thin model and offers a gain of 5% for the 2x-wider one. Furthermore, our methods compared favorable even against methods that either significantly increase the network computational requirements or use more bits for quantization. 
Network efficiency
The current most popular settings of binarizing neural networks preserve the first and last layer real-valued. However, for the currently most popular binarized architecture, i.e. ResNet-18 [16] , the first convolutional layer accounts for approx. 6.5% of the total computational budget (1.2 × 10 8 FLOPs out of the total of 1.8 × 10 9 FLOPs), a direct consequence of the large kernel size (7 × 7) and the high input resolution. In order to alleviate this, beyond using the ImageNet stem cell used in DARTS [27] that replaces the 7 × 7 layer with two 3 × 3, we replaced the second convolution with a grouped convolution (g = 4). This alone allows us to more than halve the number of real-valued operations (see Table 6 ). Additionally, in order to transparently show the computational cost of the tested models, we separate the binary operations (BOPs) and FLOPs into two distinctive categories. Furthermore, as Table 6 shows, our method surpasses sophisticated approaches while having a significantly lower number of ops. 
Conclusion
In this work we introduce a novel Binary Architecture Search (BATS) that drastically reduces the accuracy gap between binary models and their real-valued counterparts, by searching for the first time directly for binary architectures.
To this end we, (a) designed a novel search space specially tailored to binary networks, (b) proposed a new regularization method that helps stabilizing the search process, and (c) introduced an adapted search strategy that speed-ups the overall network search. Experimental results conducted on CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and ImageNet demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and the need of doing the search in the binary space directly.
the CIFAR-10 dataset. As the results from Table 8 show, our method significantly outperforms all previous ones across different architectures(VGG, ResNet, WRN) and quantization levels.
Method
Acc.(%) Architecture # bits (W/A) BC [9] 90.1 VGG-small 1/32 TTQ [49] 91.1 ResNet-20 2/32 HWGQ [7] 92.5 VGG-small 1/2 LQ-Net [45] 93.4 VGG-small 1/2 CBCN [26] 91.6 ResNet-18 (1/1)×4 CBCN [26] 93.4 WRN40 (1/1)×4 BNN [10] 89.9 VGG-small 1/1 XNOR-Net [33] 89.8 VGG-small 1/1 CCNN [43] 92.3 VGG-small 1/1 CI-Net [40] 92.5 VGG-small 1/1 BATS (Ours) 96.1 BATS 1/1 
B Going back to real
Herein we briefly evaluate the effectiveness of our novel search space and methodology for the case of real-valued networks. To do so, given the proposed search space and temperature regularization mechanism, we performed a network search on CIFAR-10 largely following the procedure described in Section 4, with the following changes: the learning rate for both search and evaluation is set to 0.1 and the optimizer to SGD with momentum 0.9. As Table 9 shows, our method generalizes well to the real-valued case, offering competitive results. This suggests that the operations tailored to binary networks can work well for their real-valued counterparts, too. 
C Discovered real-valued topologies
While the proposed search space and method is mainly geared towards binary networks, we also tested its generalizability on the real-valued domain. Fig. 5c  and 5d depict an example of cells found by our approach when using real valued networks. Notice that as opposed to the binary ones ( Fig. 5a and 5b) , the real valued ones tend to be deeper and use operations with smaller convolutional kernels. Fig. 6 : Comparison between the convolutional operations used in the DARTS search space (6a and 6b) and the proposed ones (6c and 6d). k × k denotes the kernel size, + is the element-wise summation operation while each rectangle represents a given operation defined by the inner text.
